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ABSTRACT

The correctionof the chromaticityof low.beta insertionsin storage rings is usually made with sextupole lenses in
the ring arcs. When decreasing the beta functions at the interaction point (IP), this technique becomes fairly
ineffective,since it fails to properlycorrectthe higher-orderchromaticaberrations.Herewe consider the approachfor
the PEP-IIB Factory low energyring(LER)where the chromaticeffectsof the quadrupolelenses generatinglow beta
functions at the IP are corrected locally with two families of sextupoles, one family for each plane. For the IP
straightsection the lattice is designedin such a way that thechromaticaberrationsaremade smallandsextupole-like
aberrationsareeliminated.The resultsof 6-dimensionaltrackingsimulationsarepresented.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. PARAMETERREGIME

In orderto insure a good injectionefficiency, a large
quantum and Touschek lifetimes, and no lifetime Providing a large dynamic aperture in the LER is
degradation due to beam-beameffects, it is necessary difficultbecauseof the parameterchoices for the ring.
thatthering have a sufficientlylargedynamicaperture. We would like to motivate the reasoning behind the
In terms of injection the requirementsarethatmost of choices of parameters which are relevant to this
the injected beam be inside of this aperture.In termsof discussion.
quantumlifetime the requirementsare that the aperture
be at least a factor of 10 larger then the rms value of First, ali the parameters are chosen to meet the
the beam in the horizontal (x), vertical (y) and luminositygoals of the machine. Forequal beam sizes
longitudinal(s) planes, at the IPandequalbeam-beam tune shiftparametersfor

both beams in both transverseplanes, the luminosity
In the case of the PEP-II LER, the limits of the canbe writtenas[l]
lifetime come from injection in the vertical plane and

from quantum lifetime in the horizontal and L--2.17x 1034_(1+r)_/-_-I [cm-2s-1] (1)
longitudinalplanes. _-] +/_

Forinteractionpoint, verticalbeta functionsof about 1 wherer = o_ / el is the beam aspect ratio, I is the total
cre, the amount of chromaticity generated in the beamcurrent,E is the beam energy in GeV, _* is the
interactionregion is large enough to necessitate the use verticalbeta functionat the IP in cm and _ is the beam-
of a "nonconventional"chromaticitycorrectionscheme, beam tuneshift p_rameter.With +/- we indicate that
which shows benefits over a more traditional the ratio of I.E/_. is to be equal for both the LER
chromaticitycorrectionscheme. (designatedby +)Yandthe high energy ring(designated

by.-).

*This work was supportedby the Director, Office of Having chosenbeam energies of 3.1 GeV for the LFR
, Energy Research,Office of High Energy and Nuclear

Physics, High Energy Physics Division, of the U.S. and 9.0 GeV for,the HER we are then left with four
Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE- parameters, _, By, r, and I. We will discuss each of
AC0376SFO0098, DE-AC03-76SF00515, and DE-AS03- these parameters and show how they influence the
76ER70285
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design of the lattice and the subsequentimplications seems desirableto have fewer bunches in the ring in
aboutthedynamicaperture, orderto obtaina largerbeam separationat theparasitic

crossings. Largerbunch separation implies a larger
It is generally considered bad for the beam-beam number of par_cles per bunch. In order to have the
parameter, _, if there is a large discrepancy in the same beam-beam tuneshift it is necessary to increase
dampingtimes of the two rings. We therefore employ the emittance in proportion to the bunch spacing. In
wigglers to decrease the dampingtime of the LER. In the LER the choice of the bunch spacing is 1.26 at.
additionto decreasingthe "dampingtimes, wigglers also The horizontalemittanceis 96.4 mn.rad.
increase the relative energy spread, 8rms.Without the
wigglers _ns is 0.00067, which is comparableto that However the LER has a naturally small emittance
of the HER. With wigglers 8rms is 0.00095 for the because of its energy and because of its large phase
LER,an increase of 30%. advance per cell. Therefore it is necessary to use the

wigglers not only to reduce the dampingtime but also
The secondparameter is the interaction point vertical to increase the emittance.

beta function, fly. In order to achiev_ the required
luminosity it is desirable to make fly as small as Collecting ali the effects of our parameterchoices we
possible in each ring. However it is _lil'ficultto focus see that the LERhas
both beams down to small values ft,, simultaneously
because of the er_ergyasymmetry 0f the beams. We (1) largeenergyspread 9.5 x 10-4

have chosen the fly for the HER to be twice as large as
that for the LFR. (2) largehor.emittance 96.4 nmnad

_+* = 1.5 cm fl_" = 3.0 cm (2) _ ) large tunepercell 90°

Because of this asymmetry in the IP beta functionsthe (4) large aspect ratio 0.04
emittance of the LER must be twice as large as the
emittanceof the HER. Because the wigglers increase both the transverseand

longitudinalemittanceof the ringto an artificiallylarge

A consequenceof having the small IPbeta functionsis value one must be able to provide a larger dynamic
that th_ beam bunch length needs to be small, smaller aperture. The increasedcell tune and the large aspect
than 8- in orderto avoid degradationof theluminosity ratio increase thenaturalchromaticityof the ring.This,
due toYthe"hourglasseffect." Due to the large energy combined with small values of dispersion and beta

functions at the position of arc sextupoles (resultingspread it is necessary to decrease the momentum
compactionin orderto keep the bunchlength small (1 from the 90° cell) means that the ring have stronger
cre) _-hile simultaneously maintaining reasonable rf sextupoles. Strongersextupoles tend to decrease the
cavity voltages. In order to decrease the momentum dynamicaperuLre.
compactionwithout using any exotic schemes (regions
of inverted bending, negative dispersion.... ) it is 3. LOCAL CHROMATICITY COMPENSATION
necessaryto increasethe phaseadvanceperarccell.We SCHEME
choose 90° as a cell phase advanceforthe LER.

The motivation behind the local chromaticity

The beam'saspect ratio, r, was chosen to be 0.04. This compensation (LCC) scheme came from work which
value for r is rather conservativebecause coupling is was done at SLAC on the Stanford Linear Collider
more easily maintainedif the r is large. However if r (SLC) and in particularthe Final Focus Test Beam
is large then the trmaldoublet has to focus strongly in (FFI'B). The design is an adaptationof the design of
both planes. This has the effect of increasing the the FFTBby Oide[2].

chromaticityin both planes. At first glance it might seem strange that a scheme

With ali these parameterchoices, the totalbeam current designed for a lincar collider might be useful for a •
I is then determined by the beam luminosity storage ring. In a linear collider there is no concern
requirement.What is not determinedis the numberof about lifetime. But there is concern about producing
bunches in the ring. From beam-beam simulations it small spot sizes at the collision point. In order to
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providesmall spot sizes, the geometric and chromatic related to the amplitudeof this oscillation. By placing
aberrationsof the machine must be minimized. This is sextupoles near the final doublet it is possible to
precisely what is necessary in order increase the minimize the amplitude of the oscillation which

• dynamic aperture. So adopting a scheme which "leaks" into the ring arcsand then propagates around
successfully generates small spot sizes in linear the rest of the ring. Once in the arcs the amplitude of
colliders can also be useful in producing a large the oscillation tends to staysmallaroundthe rest of the
dynamicapertureforstoragerings, ring. It is important to choose the proper phase

between the IP and the sextupole pair in order to
3.1 Isolating the Problem minimize the amplitude of the chromaticbeta function

which "leaks"into the arcs.
When examining the LER we see that 33% of the
naturalhorizontalchromaticityand 43% of the natural The lattice (see figure 1) is set up such thatthe vertical
vertical chromaticitycome from 17%of the ring, the correctionis done first followed by the horizontal.This
IP sextant.A large proportion of that comes from the is due to the fact that the final doublet creates more
strong focussing of the final doublet, a single point in verticalchromaticitythanhorizontaland we would thus
terms of betatron phase advance. The problem with like to correct it first. The correction in each plane is
correctingthis chromaticity in the arcs is twofold. By made with sextupole pairs placed symmetrically on
placingthe burdenof thechromaticity correction solely each side of the IP. A -I transformerin both planes
on the arcs one needs large arc sextupole strengths connects each sextupolein the pair. By doing this we
which tend to increase the geometric aberrations.The minimize the geometric nonlinearities of the
second problem, which we find to be more severe, is sextupolcs. The phase advancebetween the IP and the
that even if one corrects the linear chromaticity, the fast vertical sextupole is chosen to be 0.75"27t and the
nonlinear chromaticity may still be large. If the phase advance between the lP and the first horizontal
nonlinear chromaticity is large then the tune shift with sextupole is chosen to be 1.75"2x in order to
energywill be large at large values of 8. minimize chromaticaberrations.

It is extremely hard to correct the nonlinear Vert Hor.
chromaticity with distributedarc sextupoles. A much _ Sext. Sext.

more effective technique is to correct the chromaticity _l._ _._._
at the piace where it is created.This is the idea behind
the local chromaticity compensation scheme: Correct L_. L . _ t

the chromaticitycoming from the IP doubletas locally i_ i_J;il _ '/i!i' "' _,''' ']//\_*"

as possible and in such a way that the lP straightis :rl\.nonlinearlytransparentto the rest of the ring. 100 ] 1.O

" ^
3.2 Nonlinear Chromaticity _

As mentioned earlier the most severe problemwhich ",_ ,_[-
we foundwith regard to the dynamic aperturewas the 0

i O.O

nonlineartune shift with energy. This problemarises [ ,\/_/,_/].a--"-Dx
fromletting the chromatic beta funcgiongetvery large.
By the chromaticbeta function we mean the relative -60 , -0.6
changein the beta function with 8,

Figure 1. Lattice functions (right hand side of the IP
_s,b') - _S,0) . (3) straight)of the "test" lattice. The vertical sextupolepair

_(s,0) and the horizontalsextupolepair follow the IP and the
final doublet.

The effect of the final doublet is to generate a large
• amplitudeof oscillationof the chromaticbeta function. 4. TESTING THE IDEAOFLOCALCORREL"TION

This oscillation, if left uncorrected, propagatesaround
the ring with large amplitude.The size of the higher Inorderto testtheLCCscheme approachwe designeda
order chromaticities (i.e. _2v/_82, _3v/883 .... ) are test lattice. The performanceof this ringwas compared



with a reference ring which did not have the LCC As can be seen from figures 2 and 3 there is a dramatic .L

scheme implemented and used two families of improvement in the behavior of the tune versus energy
interleaved sextupoles in the arcs to correct the of the test lattice compared with the reference lattice. In
chromaticity. The requirementon the LCC ring was fact the referencelattice is unstable at about :_0.005 in
that it was to have the same final doublet and the same 8 ( or 5 8rms)because at those values the horizontal
nonintegertunes (0.57 horizontallyand0.64 vertically) tunecrossesover the half integer.Inthe case of the test
as the referencering. In fact the lattice of the test LCC lattice the variation in tune in both planes is less than
ringwas almost identicalwith the referenceringexcept _+0.01over the range of _+0.01in 8. Therefore the
for the straight section around the IP where the LCC nonlinear tune shift is well under control over the
scheme was implemented, necessaryrange in the test lattice.

After setting the linear chromaticity to zero in both 5. FURTHER LATrICE DEVELOPMENTS
rings we calculated the tune shift with energy. The
resultscan be seen in figures2 and 3. In orderta have roomfora lattice in which theLCC is

contained entirely within the IP straight section we
0.64 needed to make the LCC more compact. We have

designed such a lattice and find that it also has very
good tune versus energy behavior, comparab!ewith that

0.60 of the test lattice.

> 5.1 Dynamic Aperture Results
0.56

The particle tracking was done with an explicit
simplectic integrator[3] where the cavity was

0.52 represented as a thin lens. We took the lP to be the
tracking point. At the IP the beam sizes are 0.2 mm

-0.01 -0.006 -0.002 0.002 0.006 0.01 horizontally and 0.03 mm vertically assuming an
8 uncoupledbeam horizontally (Ex=E0)a fully coupled

beam vertically (ey =e0/2) which gives us the largest
Figure 2. Tune versus energy for the reference lattice possible beam sizes in either direction. Particles were
which has only 2 families of sextupoles in the arcs to launched with initial values of x, y and 8 and were
correct the linear chromaticity, tracked for 1000 turns with synchrotron oscillations,

The results can be seen in figures 4 and 5.
IIIII _ _ .I I . IIII III

0.64 _,,,,-__ The tracking results indicate that without theintroduction of errors this lattice provides an aperture
Vy which is large enough forgood injectionefficiency and

0.60 good quantum lifetime. It remains ta be seen how the

> __ - --.-------.. _-___vx_____ aperturedegradeswitherrors.
0.56

0.52

. • . m | • . •

-0.01 -0.006 -0.002 0.002 0.006 0.01

8

Figure 3. Tune versus energy for the test lattice which
has 4 families of sextupoles, 2 in the arcs and 2 for the
LCC section.



dynamicapertureis a factor of 1.5 smallerthanthatof
20 ........... - ...... , - . - the test lattice.

16 We arenow in the process of designing a LCCwhich
" extends into the arcs which should enable us to keep

o o the s_engths of the sextupoles down." 12 o
O o 8=0

8 • o / 7. SUMMARY
• • O

• • The task of supplying sufficiently large dynamic
4 ,_ • o• o apertures for B factory storage rings is challenging.

8= 0.01 • o The small beta functionsand large currentsnecessaryto
0 - " , , ....... increase the luminosity lead to large chromaticityand

0 4 8 12 16 20 emittances in the rings, especially the LER.
xi Ox

Our study demonstrates that it is an attractive option to

Figure 4. Initial values of particles which survived employ local chromaticity compensation for the
1000 turn tracking. The open circles representparticles interactionregion for several reasons. First it helpsto
which were launchedwith zero initial energy deviation control the tune shift with energy. Second, it permits
and the closed circles representparticles which had an decouplingthe correction of the interactionregionfrom
initial energy deviation of 1%. The horizontal rms the rest of the ring, making the ring more robust.
beam size, Ox, was calculated assuming an uncoupled

beam (ex = e0) and the vertical rms beam size, Oy,was Using this technique we have been able to design an
calculated assuming a fully coupled beam (¢y = c0/2), interactionregion that provides the LER (bare lattice)

witha reasonably large aperture.
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6. LIMITS TO THE DYNAMIC APERTURE

We have found that the main limit to the dynamic
. aperture comes from the LCC sextupoles. In order to

make the LCC section more compact it was necessary
to increase the strength of the sextupoles almost by a
factor of two from the test lattice. The resulting
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